press release

PRADA FALL/WINTER 2020 WOMEN’S AND MEN’S ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
‘TOOLS OF MEMORY’

Fashion has a duty not only to reflect its times, but to help shape them. The
COVID-19 pandemic and resulting lockdown of Spring 2020 not only affected the
machinations of the fashion system - making it impossible to work in manners
previously deemed essential - but posited questions about fashion’s place within a
wider social context. The purpose of fashion, not only within a crisis but within
culture as a whole, is as a meaningful and useful tool, to affect change.
The Prada Fall/Winter 2020 campaign is proposed not as inert imagery, but as an
action - an online auction in collaboration with Sotheby’s, staged in Fall 2020.
Proceeds generated will be donated to benefit UNESCO educational projects,
expanding inclusion in education for vulnerable populations across the globe. The
auction artifacts are drawn from the universes of the Prada Fall/Winter 2020 men’s
and women’s shows: fashion items, alongside photographic prints, show invitations,
pieces drawn from the runway décor. The pieces are one-of-a-kind, they are the
physical garments worn by models during the fashion shows. Immortalizing the
backstage process and on-stage performance of the fashion experience alike, objects
normally consumed through image become talismans imbued with the memory of the
moment that generated them: the fashion shows.
These chosen pieces become totems to the Fall/Winter 2020 season. The campaign
visuals juxtaposes contexts, showing these items as part of the environment of the
fashion show via backstage photography, and again as precious artifacts, presented as
pages from an auction catalogue. This is also an inevitable reaction to the
impossibility of a studio shoot during the pandemic, a reflection and memory of this
specific time when people were unable to come together, to commune to create.
What we create today becomes a memory for tomorrow. That is especially true in
fashion, runway shows premonitions of moments about to be lived, of styles about to
be. Future histories. Clothes are mnemonic devices - they remind us of mood, of
emotion and of experience. They are in themselves predictions of tomorrow, objects of
desire, tools of memory. This Prada auction and campaign creates a memory of a
precise moment not only within fashion, but in history - a memory that asserts
usefulness and purpose in the present. A memory that can give back, to help the
future.

On 20th July, a small number of items from the auction will be unveiled for the first
time on sothebys.com/prada. Details of further items will be released over the coming
months, before the full auction catalogue is published online in time for the launch of
the auction on October 2, 2020. For more information, visit prada.com/auction.

#PradaFW20
#PradaToolsOfMemory
#PradaSothebys

Credits:
Backstage Photographers: Daniel Arnold, Gigi Hadid, Phil Meech, Kevin Tachman
Creative director & film: Ferdinando Verderi
Styling: Olivier Rizzo
Models: Mensah Benjamin, Berend Blom, Sara Blomqvist, Lexi Boling, Maximilian Bungarten,
Thibaud Charon, Meghan Collison, Shin Dongyeon, Bangali Drammeh, Daan Duez, Freja Beha
Erichsen, Maty Fall, Roman Fironov, Kaia Gerber, Jonas Glöer, Gigi Hadid, Theresa Hayes, Kat
Hessen, Nera Jezidzic, Marvin Kivisalu, Jacob Lepp, Shuping Li, Fia Ljungstrom, Benoni Loos, Viktoria
Lulko, Elhadji Mar, Sculy Mejia, Licett Morillo, Hannah Motler, Paavo Pakkanen, Laura Reyes, Max
Townsend, August Traumanis, Rianne Van Rompaey, Anok Yai, Shaoqi Zeng.
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About Sotheby’s
Sotheby’s has been uniting collectors with world-class works of art since 1744. Sotheby’s became the
first international auction house when it expanded from London to New York (1955), the first to
conduct sales in Hong Kong (1973), India (1992) and France (2001), and the first international fine art
auction house in China (2012). Today, Sotheby’s has a global network of 80 offices in 40 countries and
presents auctions in 10 different salesrooms, including New York, London, Hong Kong and Paris.
Sotheby’s offers collectors the resources of Sotheby’s Financial Services, the world’s only full-service art
financing company, as well as the collection, artist, estate & foundation advisory services of its
subsidiary, Art Agency, Partners. Sotheby’s also presents private sale opportunities in more than 70
categories, including S|2, the gallery arm of Sotheby's Global Fine Art Division, and three retail
businesses: Sotheby’s Wine, Sotheby’s Diamonds, and Sotheby’s Home, the online marketplace for
interior design.

About Unesco
UNESCO is the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. It seeks to build
peace through international cooperation in Education, the Sciences and Culture. Political and
economic arrangements of governments are not enough to secure the lasting and sincere support of the
peoples. Peace must be founded upon dialogue and mutual understanding. Peace must be built upon
the intellectual and moral solidarity of humanity.

